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METHODS OF APPROXIMATE COHPUTATION OF HUMAN ENDURANCE IN HIGH AND
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS

V.I. Krichagin

The problem of maintaining capacity for work of personnel under
unfavorable exterior microclimatic conditions is beginning to acquire importance
among the many problems of medically safeguarding the combat training activity
of troops.

rFirst, this is connected with the fact that as military technology (as
well as defense installations) becomes more complex, persons in charge become
increasingly isolated from the environment. Wu the agenda has been put the
problem of standardizing living condition:, in the working accommodations of
aircraft and submarine crews, etc., the atmosphere and climate of 1ihicb basically
created artificially by technical means, athough they do of. course depend

1; on external conditions to some extent. It is wcll-known that the maintenance
of comfortable levels of temperature, humidity, and atmospheric cc position
is a technically aolvable problem. However, air-conditioning demands large
expenditures of energy and increases the waight and size of objects. Therefore, in
most defense structures, especially in mobile combat system, one need not figure on
providing a cofortable wicroclimace in the wide sense of this ter,, but at
certain periods it is entirely probabli end unavoidable that even uafavorable
temperature and humidity conditions will have to be permitted.

Norlization of the allowable liats of a particular unfavorable or unde-
sirable combination of temperature and humidity is necessary, since severe breech
of these limits have a negative effect on -',e working and fighting ability, as
well as the health, of the personnel carrying out a combat mission.

When determining the degree of allowable deviation from a comfortable
microcli.sate in a particular structure, it is necessary to take into account the
character and intensity of the teak being carried out by military personnel at
the given phase of combat task: therefore it is not nossible to give a general
procedure for establishing allowable air temperature and bhmidity levels for all
items of military technology ,ind defense structures. However, it is possible to for-
mulate general points of departure which may be used as guides to woex out
tactical and technical assignments for life support systems, to evaluate habit-
ability conditions in existing Pnd projected experimental military technology,
to analyze climatic conditions of a particular proposed theater of military
operations, etc. The secriteria should be a definite set of physiological indeces
characterizing the different stages of effort of the defense reactions of the body
to a worsening or an ert:eme increase in heat t,[-put ard the correlsted connections
that have already been scientifically established between the meteorological
characteristics of the environment of habitation and the response of the body
to this environment.

Numerous scientific articles have been written on -;he problem of the pro-
tection of people from heat and cold and the study of h.uman tolerance of high and
13w temperaturel. Various systems of all-inclusive indexes, formulas, nomogram,
etc. have be-i suggested. B',t occasionally it das sometimes been difficult !or the
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hygienist or the engineer to make .any sense out of all the details about the various
concepts that have been presented by various schools -if scientific thought. Thus,

as yet rules have not been delineat-o for the applicAtion of comfort, operational,

equivalent, radiation and other temperatures intend-d for evaluation nf influence
Wof the complex of external environmental conditionE on the human organism. These

indexes allow a rather close determination of the 3o-calied heat comfort zone
but are not very useful for evaluating che weight of a particular uncomfortable
conditions and determining the allowable tme per-iod man can remain in these
conditions. Taking into account thac in the practical work of evaluating off the
shelf items (or comparing requirements for planned items) we most often have
to deal witl rather crude estimates, we have set ourselves a goal of compiling
correlated outlines containing a set of initial data for solving problems
occtirring in daily practice. In order to do thi a, we compiled, analyzed, processed,
.-srtially recalculated and converted data from tie articles or, the subject that
t, available to us. The results are listed in the following composite tables&on'd graphs.

t Table 1 shows the whole range of thermal activity of the external environment
conditio-%ally subdivided into a series of degrees of discomforts. Thes. degrees
of discomfoits are listed according to a scale of subjected heat sensois distributed
throughoutthe environment by physiologists and hgienists. these are characteristics
of the thermal state of the organism to a known extent. The indicators nre
calculated for a man weighing 65 kilograms and haviag a body surfacz area of 1.6 m2 .

Points 1-9 give data establ.shed by instrme .ts in hyglnc research or indica--
tors by means of which it is possibie to evaluatc the degree of thermal activity
of a environment in an orgaism under studied. Points 11-13, while explaining
the absence in scientific litCrature of sufficient and concrete values, never-
theless rather carefully gives a *asis for estimating ti. norms for the problem
of the allowable time man may cemain in a given environment in objects at varying
degrees of thermal load. Thea for example, if an insignificanL reduction in
the accuracy of work being carried out by a man and a 20% loss in labor pro-
ducitivity is allowable in his working conditions,then in the given object a
calculation of the microclimate on 0.Iscomfort of trie first degree is allowable,
etc. It should be pointed out that the table has -)een worked out to be applied

to research objects in a state, of rest or performing relative light phyuical work
(thermal production up to 150 kcal/hr.).

Thus a sumary of the data given in Table I for the results of physiological

research of heating exchange indicators makes it possible to evaluate the in-
tensity of environmental effects on human habitability. This evaluation is given
in large discomfort categories I, II, and III degrees wh.ich are convenient for

establishing norms. The implications will becoma clear in point 9-13 of the same
table. Ia addition, the toboe contains a number of general indicators, such
as arithmetic average temperatures of the body and skin, change in latent heat
of the organism and others wnich m-ly be proposed as a basis for thermal technical

celculations for p-otective means, air-conditioning period of endurance, etc.
Due the multitude of criteria contained in this and other tables, it is possible

to give a detailed explanation of the significance of ea,'? one of them or to
give examples of their use within the scope or this articiv. For tnis reason, it

turned out to be impostlble to ;:.rroborate numerical values with references to

their sources from which t'aey are taken, since each value ia a comparison of data
of several other authors, and in many caues are onl- now being verified in curre",t
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scientific research. For a basis in compiling the tables, we used works by
Soviet hygienist l.I. Bobrov, !N.F. Galanin, G. Kh Shakhbazyan, N.K. Vitte,
V.S. Freycdyn and other researchers who have been published abroad (Ifinslow,
lerrington, Newbutg, Nartor, Webb amd others).

W
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TABLE I

Indicatotrs for an Objectivu Evaluation of Hunan Thermal States

Thermal State and Thermal Sensitivity

Point Indicators Discomfort Discomfort Discomfort Coafort
Third State Second Stage First State
(very hot) (hot) (warm)

Discorfort %iscoufort Discomfort
First Stage Second St.ge Third Stage
(coal) (cole ) (v.ry cold)

i. Body temperatures (rectal) inl 'C/ Gradually increases more then 0.3" per hour!
About '7.6-37.8/ 37.2-37.6 / 37.2+0.4 varying not more than 0.2"/
per hour / Decrease to 36" at a raze greater tb.mn 0.2* per hour/
35.5+0.5 /Ler .- anY

2. Armpit temperature in *C / aot characteristic / not characteristic/
36.6-37 / 36.5-0.4 varying not more than 0.2" per hour / on the lower borders/
of coeforts / lover than 6 / lover than 35

3. Average skin temperatures in "Cl / more than 36.6/ 36±0.6/
34.9+0.7 / 33.2+1 / 31.1+1 / 29.1.J / lower than 28.1 /
Average body tmperatures 2 / high": than 37.5 (sreizfic endurance ts at 38.2A/
37.240.3/ 36.60.3 / 35.8W.5/ 34.M.).5 33.6+0.7/ under 33

4. Difference betveen torso temp. & extre i ies/ (Ueet and wrists) in *C/
locking o: iuvrse/ 1V or less; hi~er at f: than at the wrists/
1.80,7/ 3+0.5 5 5+1.5/ f 6.5 to 15/ temp. aradually falls

5. reap. & Humidity of subclose air arout the torso 3 / zone V/ zone IV/
zone Ill/ zone II zone I / unde" 26* / under 26 °

6. Water loss i- -rams per hour / 500-2000, costly o". persprtion drips offW
250-500, nesligib. fraction of perspirstion dilpe ,*f/ 60-250, perspiration
does not drip/ 50+10 / inder 40 / ins'ffLicittly studied; not
characteristic/ insufficiently studied . not c'*-acteristic

7. Changes of latent heat in the organism in :.:al2 (base: level of average
comfortable temperatures)/ over 80(a specific endurance around 120)/
up to +8C/ up to +5) / t25 / down to -80 -160/
more than 160 (f.nduranz. limit 180-200)

8. External indicators / acute eeddening of .he skin, awlliv of tha
veins on the face and extremeties, profise pr.sprstieim/ r.ddening of thou
skin, swelking of veins of che extremeties, i.ch perspiracion/
iight reddentng of the skin, surface vein bec. e visible at Ote extremetivi,
perspiration in certain arna of the body/ not pe.'sp'ration /
cutaneois blood pales; !pasm of sur;t,:e veir and ..aplllsry netvork/
light question of the skin cad mucilaginous p rt, period.L shivering/
question of the skinand arci.lagiaous part, shivering
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9. Physol4igical displacemeat (vegetative reaction)/ increase f exchauge
by 15% and sore, pulse increases more than 15 strokes a min (dang* level it
140 strokes a min)/ pulse increasesup to 15 strkes a min /
no'e / none / none / 10-152 more heat is produced
(Pulse increases up to 15 times a min) / short-term (2-3 hrs) increase
in heat produceo up to 300 kcal/hr; pulsz increases up to 170 times a min

10. General characteristics of the state of thermal regulation/
sharp tension in the echsnism for the increue of neat yield; danger of com-
pensation fsilure / stroag tension of the mechanism for increasing
giving off of heat (complete compesation)/ weak tension of the
mechanisms for increasing the yielding of heat/ physiological equilibrium/

light tension of the mechanisms for maintaining heat / strong tension
of the mechniss for maintafning hear sharp tensica of the mechanism for
maintaining heat; danger of compensation failure

11. Reduction in labor productivity in 2/ up to 5OZ and more altor 1/2-J hr/
up to 5OZ and higher in 3-4 hrs/ up to 10-2a after 6-8 hra/
none up to 10-20 in 6-8 Lars. / up to 30-50 after four hojr/
up to 50% and more after 1/2-1 hr.

17 12. Reduction in reliability of performing exact operations/ operations possible
I. 3 with great will power / substantial / neglegible / Woje /
I negligible substantial / operation possible with treat will power

l3. Liit of endurance for performing skilled work/ up to 30 ninutes/
four hours/ 12 hours/ unlimited 12 hours/ 4 hours/

up to 30 minutes

VO- TLS:
1) Method and measuring diagram: see V. Rasayev; R.F. Afanas'yea; V.I.

Krachagin, L.N. Kazatsev
2) Method of determination of formula: see Barton and Evbolm; for the measucement

of thermal retention: Blokley and Webb.
3) See graph

I
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The graph below is desigm. d to predict; roughly the degree of effect of high
teup.'ure conditions on waa. The graph 4s :onstructed as follows: air temperature
as measured by a drv thermometer is laid out along the vertical axis In iao-
chrometric form; the partial pers~ure of wat.er vapor in air is laid out slop% the
horizontal axis in millimeters of mercury, millibars of glkg), and the fen-like
lines denote relative huuidity of the a&.r in percent. The straight lines Ain bold
priat numbered 1-6 ars made by the combinations of temperatures ved humidity which
.iccording to dsta from Winslow, Hierrington and other auttho~rs, (Z.aracterize Identical
states of thermal regulations of the otganaism and at the @a.,* time approximately
correspond to the transition of one thermal state to another. The grap. -.,as
tauttl accordng to thie data of va',ious resaircders (A.A. Putilova, V.S. Freyea1n,
0. Kh Shakhbazyan, N.a.. Vitt*, 3lotuoka and others) and the graph was also used it
continuous experimental operations, thereby establishing that the line ad the
zones Included between tbea correponds well with mn's uabjective fields and usa-es
possibla a objective evaluation of -(rmfort or the degree of discomfort of a
given external environmnt. Naturally one graph like t~.is canot encompass all
conceivable combinations of factors in * riven environment twInud, radiation, cypeI of clothing, etc.). Therefore, we prepared the, grweh for applicaticn to so-called
zero conditions: for naked people in a state of r '--%tie rest or performing light
work producing up to 150 Icals/hr of heat), in the absence of radii'tion and wind.
Since a stdbclosed layer of air Inz~eiately surrounds bi dressed pet. on1, tke graph
is useful in t02 evaluation of thermal sensitivity to temperature and humidi ty of

th2!ttr
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When %sing the graph in other cases, it is necessary to make the following
additions.

1. At temperatures below 27* for the thermal state of man, some sort of
clothing is provided; in this case for an objective evaluation of thermal sensitivity
it is nece sary to dra in on the graph the temperature and humidity of subclosing
air andndt external air (automatically taking into account radiation and
wind).

2. At teiperatures above 27" £cr light clothing, the difference between the
microclinate and the subclusinl air can be neglected and the elfect of the
environment can be evaluated directly by temperature and humidity indicators with
relatively small degree of error. This is explained by the fact that at these
temperature, the greatist amount of heat given off occurs through the evaporation

! of perspiration which largely depends on the ability of the environment to evaporate.
Ordinary light clothing however, as our research shows, lowers the efficiency
of evaporation if there ts no wind by 10 to 152, and if there is a wind as a rule it
barely lowers it at all. In case analysis of subjective sensitivity is necessary
for rersons dressed in speciall7 provided clothing which is Inappropriate for the
season of the year, it is of course naca:,ry to dra parameters on the graph
for subelosing air.

3. When the air temperature and that of the protective environment is more than
+5" it is necessary to take into account thz additional flow or yield of beat by

radiation and to make corrections for it (see table 2, subdivision A, point 6,
Subdivision I, point 2). In addition, the graph delimits the zone of unallowable
high air humidity. According to datafrom Robinson, Turrel and other researchers,
the efficiency of evaporation for dressed persons begins to be reduced at humidity
level above 60%; a particularly sharp reduction is noticed when the humidity
increases above 802. Taking into account the difficulty of reducing air humidity
down to 602 which is required for general hygiene %nrs and the 9smeraLly ignored
resultirS norm, we consider it necessary to emphasize an absolute unreUability

, on our graph of humidity above 802, although formally these are degrees I and
II of discomfo- ts. Many researchers have noted that heat given off evaporation
in these conditions dose vt% ocasible condensation of mwistureb in the clothing

3F is r-" low efficiency.

From the above mnd explanations presented with the graph., it .s not
difficult to explain the order of their use. Thus for example, conditions denoted
by the letter A correspond to a temperature of 39.5 ° ana relative humidity of
about 182 (absolute humidity 9 millimeters of mercury or 12 eb of 3 g,g) th.-.*,
conditions being given in zone IV, i.e. they are hot. Further, if one compares
conditions at I (47" and 192 relative humiditl with coodition G (41 and 602
relative humidity) then it is possible to affirm that in the first case there is
no reason to fear rapid overheating dhlle in the second case the endurance
time is 1-2 hours at the most, although the temperature of conditions at G are
lower thain coadi "-ms st C even though temperature conditions at G are 6" lower
thpn the c~mditiom at C.
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Conditions at 3 are identical to conditilons at A In thermal effect on man,
althougt B in a lower temperature. If one notices the course of the lines limit-
ing the thermal states, one will see that the equivelency of these conditions is
relative since at low humidities the organism has -nre rtserva capabilities than
at higher humidities. Thus, temperature and h~iiiy increase in the subclose
layer of air which Is observed, for instanmc, da~ring physical work provides
considerably less worsening of subjective evalustien in cAnditoins A than the ase
increase does in condition B (see the arrows pointitig ;&vy from A and B in the graph).

The use of the graph will make possible a rapid W.uu ac vious rough esti-
nation or prediction of the subjective feeling of z: w ker and in approximate
characterization of the degree of influence of exteinAl cnditlons on his
capacity to work according to table 1.

It has turned out to be quite convenient to dr&L In on th graph data from
the research in the microclimatic conditions of diffa-e-t: otjects of working
environments, subclothing or sub - one piece clothiq' -I-, rcty uinthcose

= of he eperiment which has made it possible to accei raze tlie yield of ape
liminary conclusion according to the experimental systtcq' On tbie graph the dotted
line represents the area of day and night teMperatures ithich we iound in soaw of
the objects we studied. It is not difficult to see that a wordy Zescription of the
dynamics of these conditions would take up more space and lose 'i1ght of the
obvious length with the subjective feeling of amn. At the am*. time it is
possible to say directly from the graph that at nighttime the adcroclimate in the
object is characterized by &'tceptable ad comfortable conditis with a slight
surplus of humidity. But in the daytime, especially in the hott"o;t tie, peopl
are in a state of discomfort of the second degree (zone IV).

However, the above basically concerns a method of evaluatiig Lbuuan
endurance In high temperatures. In low temperatures, due to the pocisibility
of wide variation of thermal. ivsulating means, closed aid external climatic
conditions are not so closely related with the subjective evaluAtlo' of amn that
they could be proseated in the form of a similar simple graph.

In order to solve the problem of evaluation and prediction of thermal
state of an organism of military specialist at different levels of phyxxical dross
and possible variants in clothing worn we compiled a swuarized tal1. 2 containing
the initial Jata for a rough calcuiation of the thermal balance of the organism
Ona the basis of the construction table we used a division of factors rz:sponsibie
for the increase and reductions of latent heat in the organism.

In section A (increase in latent heat) unified rowded-off data for at,
average am are given (weighing 65-70 kg with body a'e& of 1.5-1.6 in2 ) a%.cording
to levels of endogenous formations of heat and exogenous thermal flow (Pointv
5-7). In section B the limits are given for the variations in heat yieldeft
depending on the physical indicators of the surrounding environment (pointd; j,.1,7)
physiological capabilities of the organism (points 3 and 6) and thermal insul.fl J11

properties of clothing (point 5).
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RICH? SIDE OF TABLE

5. Lose or Meductijn of Peat Content

Point Astitod of giving off Rate of Basic conditions providing :
beat to the external giving off data for the level of
environment heat In heat yleld; notes 0

kcal/hr

Heat given off from surroun- Difference of temperatures:
ding air from the surface for every I degree of ten-
of the skin or clothing: perature of difference be-
a) in calm air f tween the temperature of the
b) wind I a/sec surface of the skin or
c) wind 2 a/sec clothing and air temperature ,
d) wind 10 -/sec (noted: to computt total heat

yiek~ed It is re:-ssary to f
take pcints 2,3, & 4 Into
accounL)..

2 Heat given off by radiation Difference In temperatures:
from the surface of the skin 7 for every degree in temper-

aturs difference for the
or clothing surface of the skin e,r

clothing and the walls

3 Heat given off by svap- Difference in pressure, vapo
oration and skin and in the surroun-

ding air: clothes, wind

a) constant minimum 00- This so-called imperceptible
perspiration

b) maximum in ordinary At rest and when working in
conditions .150 the shade when there is no

wind

c) maximum with wind b'lro 140 With well ventilated wet
eti oclothing (when working)

4 Met given off by light Temperature 4 humidLty of
unexeited respiration I03. the air increase proportional

to the decrease In sir em-
perature(Setwee +20 4 -50)
& wheu van ilation of the
lungs -ncrees above 25 1/*

5eat given off through clothing: Difference in temperatures,
-0 a) light clothing(undereardress, for every I degree of dif-

10 undershirt) Az ference between the terper-
indoor, clothing(1 clo) 1 '7 ature of the surface ol the

c) fall clothing(2 clo) body (330) 6 the air teiPt
d) winter clothing(3 clo) 3? saure from surrounding ob-

jects (without taking wind
a solar radiation into ac-
count)

e) warmest clothing(6 €1o) OwSit Uhen calculating general
beat given off, add pointsf) thick fur sleeping bag (11 €1o) A," 3 and 4.

Heat given off from internal
organs to the surface of the skin:

a) when skin blood vessels are mox- Difference in temperatures of
Imally expanded 4,A internal organs & skin; for

b) when skin blood %ussels are awry degree the temperature
maximally contracted / falls between the ttsy,.,an-ma) mat om otrcure 

of the internal organ-
and the skin.

7 Heat absorbed a'hen drinking 4-5.5
a glass water instantan-

sously

L.o- is a conditional unit of thetmal innulation of clotilng. 0.18 Cm2hr
kcal

In physical units for t'ermal resist.ance.iin
I'A
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In the notes short explanations are given about the character of each of
the indicators and methods for imploying then in calculationas. For complete use
of the data in the table it is of course necessary to take into account general
reductions of the theoretical basis for human heat exchange as given for example
in articles by N.K. Vitte, P.I. Grumenev, Barton and Edholm and others. Some
types of more accurate calculations are possible after temperature research with
devices of walls, surfaces of clothing, etc. But in a number of cases, quite
satisfactory data can be obtained also by means of calculating by logical schemes.

As an example, we might give the case where it is necessary to calculate

for example, of how a pilot would feel who makes an emergency landing in winter
at -40* if he is dressed in winter clothing.

From point 5 in subdivision B we car, determine the heat given off through
winter clothing (3.7 kcal/hr per V); the difference in temperature of the skin
(+'3") anu th.i external environment (-40*) is 73, so that the total heat given
off is 3.7 x 73 - 270 kcal/hr.

From section A of graph 3 we see that in order to increase the level of heat
production to the indicated limit it is necessary for the pilot to perfcrm
heavy work. If he just sits around (point 2, section A) he will cool off and the
deficite will reach 270 - 100 - 170 kcal/hr. When los.ng 170 kcal of heat, he
is in the zone of discomfort of tht! second degree (see table 1, point 7), i.e.,
in an hour the pilot will freeze. The deficiency in progress cannot be stopped
by chenical-thermal regulation (point 4a, section A). In order to preserve a
balance of heat while in a state of rest the pilot would have to be given the
very warmest of clothing (point 5e, section B) 1.5 x 73" - 110 kcal. However,
as practice shows, such clothing is too bulky and disturbs or is highly incon-
venient for the pilot when in flight, and a compromise is therefore unavoidable
between protective id operatLonal qualities of aviation clothing.

Similar examples could be given; it is possible to compute, for example,
the limiting temperatures at whose limits the approximate equality of the inflow
and outflow o, heat would be felt. By using the data in table 1 point 7, it
is possible to compute when the discomfort zones of the I,11, and III degrees
start, etc.

Thus, the tables and graphs given here make possible to diagnose roughly
within a wide temperature range the effects of the external environment on
the thermal state of man. The limits we have suggested here for the degrees of
discomfort are a recognized attempt to broaden the problems of hygeienic norms for
military conditions, in so far as it has long been recognized that a general
hygienic normns are not always technically perceptible and the limits of allowable
deviations from them have not been provided by any means.

A
We consider it advisable to extend the familiar concepts of comfor t

and discomfort with subdivision of the latter into gradations to other factors
of the external environment (noises, vibratic ,, content of certain substances in
the air, etc.). The unification of a system of sorms for military conditions
will obviously facilitate a better understanding of the requirements of military
medicine by the p] uning engineers of the various services and by the command of
the comma nding line units.
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